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the secret life of pets 2 is much more giddily funny than the original movie, which was more of a
sweet story of love and friendship between animals and their owners, with a dash of monster movie
thrills. it's also more enjoyable as an origin story for some of the main characters -- max, snowball,
and daisy -- than as a stand-alone movie. parents need to know that the secret life of pets 2 is the

sequel to the 2016 animated comedy about what pets do when their humans aren't home. it
continues the story of max (now voiced by patton oswalt ) as his owner gets married and has a

baby. a subplot has snowball ( kevin hart ) and new dog daisy ( tiffany haddish ) working together to
rescue an abused tiger from a russian circus that has menacing wolves and a cartoonishly villainous

lion tamer. the dark humor and peril are toned down from the original, with more of a shift to
slapstick violence that's meant to be funny. animals punch and throw knives at one another, and a
bad guy is hit by a car, but no one is ever really injured. language includes pissed, put-downs (jerk,

idiot, stupid, etc.), and potty humor (turd). and there's a scene in which a cat is high on catnip.
messages for parents revolve around max's anxiety about keeping his owner's toddler safe; his
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helicopter ways are questioned by a dog named rooster ( harrison ford ), who's more of a let-them-
get-hurt-and-learn kind of canine. for kids, though, the main moral of the story is to face and

embrace the changes life inevitably brings. the secret life of pets 2 is much more giddily funny than
the original movie, which was more of a sweet story of love and friendship between animals and
their owners, with a dash of monster movie thrills. it's also more enjoyable as an origin story for

some of the main characters -- max, snowball, and daisy -- than as a stand-alone movie.
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my favorite theme was the cultural/geographical theme. i used movies, songs, games, and even
some cookbooks to help my students learn about a specific culture. we learned about a variety of
different cultures, including spain, china, france, and germany. we also learned about their foods,
famous attractions, famous landmarks, and capitals. by using food-related vocabulary and making

finger puppets, we were able to teach important vocabulary. we also learned about family traditions
and customs by making a family calendar. we learned about the importance of speaking english by

using english songs and songs for chinese new year. my favorite theme was the family theme. i
used a variety of games, songs, videos, and hands-on activities to teach my students vocabulary
related to family. we used puppets, toys, and stuffed animals to demonstrate different types of

family. we learned about their family traditions by making a family calendar. we also learned about
the importance of speaking english by using english songs and songs for chinese new year. another
theme that my students loved to learn about was a city/country theme. we used puppets, toys, and
stuffed animals to demonstrate different types of transportation. we also learned about the weather
and weather-related vocabulary. we used puppets and masks to demonstrate different languages
and the importance of speaking english to communicate with others. we also learned about their

culture and holidays by incorporating food. we learned about the importance of speaking english by
using english songs and songs for chinese new year. 5ec8ef588b
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